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i don't know the version you want, but i can try to make the version 6.1 (it is the french version) or i can send you the rom via private message if you want, of course. it is not the french version but it will work for you i think Originally Posted by gamestop08 Hey, I have a question about Windows Mobile 6.5. I am looking for the ROM for the Motorola i550. It's either the version 6.5 or 6.1 or 6.2. I
have been trying to find the Rom for it online but it's either full of French or it's missing the English ROM. I'm really looking for the English ROM because my phone is in French. Please help. I can send you the rom and see if it will work for you, i've no idea what rom you want, it can be 6.5, 6.1, 6.2 or 6.3. (check it to see, don't think it will work with 6.5) Originally Posted by amaar Hi I have a
Motorola p540. I wanted to install the firmware 6.5, and I need the rom for that. Can I use the ROM of my p540 or it will not work? I saw that there was a rom for Motorola i355, so i think it will work for my p540. If you have that rom, could you send it to me? Thanks No it will not work, as the p540 is not 6.5. It will only work if you have 6.2, 6.1, 6.0 or 6.0.1. Thanks a lot but I have 6.5. I just need
the English rom. i can try to download the 6.5 french version and send it to you but it will not work, but in the firts case, is it possible to send me your language in the rom or it will not work. if you want i can send you the rom via private message if you want (or i can send you a zip with the rom) Hey I'm looking for a ROM and I saw that there was an update for the Motorola Mio P550. I don't know if
this is the right version but is it possible to download it from the Motorola site? I 82157476af
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